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Executive Summary

Purpose Catastrophic aviation events, such as the recent airline crashes, have
placed renewed attention on the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA)
oversight of the aviation community’s compliance with safety regulations.
To meet this challenge, FAA relies on a group of highly professional and
committed aviation inspection and certification personnel. However, this
group faces an enormous task: overseeing hundreds of domestic airlines
and thousands of aircraft and personnel, not to mention the multitudes of
other aviation community participants, such as flight training schools. To
assist in this endeavor, FAA is acquiring an automated decision support
tool, called the Safety Performance Analysis System (SPAS). This system is
intended to assist FAA in focusing its limited inspection and certification
resources.

Because of GAO’s long-standing interest in helping FAA improve its
inspection and certification programs, GAO reviewed FAA’s development
and deployment of SPAS to determine (1) whether FAA is effectively
managing the acquisition of SPAS, including its data communication
network, and (2) the extent to which SPAS will rely on Aviation Safety
Analysis System databases and whether FAA is effectively addressing
known data quality problems with the databases.

Background Every day, over a million people travel on thousands of flights throughout
the United States. The safety of these flights depends in part on how well
FAA fulfills its responsibilities for overseeing such areas as airline, aircraft,
and pilot compliance with FAA safety regulations. FAA relies on its
inspection and certification programs to oversee aviation activities. The
inspection program consists of about 2,300 FAA inspectors who are
responsible for periodically assessing airline and aviation-related
activities’ compliance with safety regulations. The certification program
includes about 825 FAA staff who, among other things, certify new aircraft.

GAO has previously reported that FAA lacks the information it needs to
decide when and where to direct its limited inspection and certification
resources. To better target agency resources, FAA is acquiring SPAS. SPAS is
intended to quickly analyze data from up to 25 existing databases, which
contain such data as the type and results of airline inspections and the
number and nature of aircraft mishaps. It is then expected to produce
indicators of safety performance, such as an overall assessment of an
airline’s performance relative to its peer group and the frequency of airline
mishaps relative to its fleet size. These indicators are to be used by FAA

managers, inspectors, and certification engineers stationed in FAA
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headquarters and as many as 140 field offices to identify safety-related risk
areas and to establish priorities for its inspection and certification
activities.

Results in Brief Overall, FAA has done a credible job analyzing and defining SPAS’
requirements through heavy user involvement and system prototyping,
controlling SPAS’ development and deployment through the imposition of
generally structured and disciplined acquisition guidelines, reducing
overall SPAS risks through the use of an independent verification and
validation agent, and avoiding the acquisition of duplicative
communication networks to support SPAS by improving intra-agency
coordination. However, FAA’s current cost estimates for SPAS software are
subjective, not supported by verifiable analysis, and therefore may not be
reliable. Important SPAS investment decisions should not be based on
unreliable cost data.

To identify aviation safety risk precursors, SPAS relies on data from
numerous databases, including those comprising FAA’s Aviation Safety
Analysis System (ASAS). As previously reported by GAO, FAA, and others,
these ASAS databases contain incomplete, inconsistent, and inaccurate
data. If the quality of the data that SPAS relies on remains poor, its inputs to
safety-related decisions will not be reliable, and it will not effectively
support FAA’s inspection and certification mission.

Principal Findings

FAA’s Management of SPAS
Acquisition Appears
Generally Sound

FAA’s overall management of the SPAS acquisition, particularly in such key
areas as requirements definition and acquisition management, appears
effective. Specifically, FAA’s actions taken and planned to analyze, define,
and validate user requirements permit significant user involvement and
employ effective techniques, such as system prototyping and hands-on
user experience with the prototypes in operational settings. In addition,
recent FAA policy actions to introduce increased structure and discipline
into all phases of the SPAS acquisition process, such as earlier development
of SPAS test and evaluation plans and increased management oversight of
SPAS progress, should go a long way to ensure that the system performs
required functions as intended. Moreover, FAA’s decision to employ an
independent verification and validation contractor to make sure that FAA is
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doing the “right thing in the right way” should be an effective risk
reduction measure.

Also to FAA’s credit, it has abandoned immediate plans to acquire duplicate
communications networks supporting SPAS. Originally, FAA planned to
acquire two networks, an FAA-wide, corporate network, and one dedicated
solely to the FAA organization that is to operate and use SPAS. Following
GAO’s inquiries, the SPAS using organization agreed to first evaluate whether
the FAA-wide network could meet its needs before deciding whether to
acquire its own network. GAO finds this revised approach to meeting SPAS

communications needs to be judicious and fiscally wise.

One area in which FAA could improve its management of SPAS is in
estimating system costs. The current cost estimate for SPAS software is not
based on any type of rigorous, systematic, and verifiable analysis; instead,
it is based on the subjective opinions of one program and two contractor
officials, who stated that their judgments are superior to formal estimating
techniques. For a system as important as SPAS, relying solely on the
judgment of individuals is inherently unwise. By employing structured cost
estimating techniques commonly used in industry, such as the
Constructive Cost Model, commonly called COCOMO, or the Revised
Intermediate COCOMO model, FAA could increase the likelihood that it is
making sound decisions about SPAS budget needs and life-cycle spending
choices and that it is effectively measuring performance against resource
consumption estimates.

Lack of Strategy for
Improving SPAS Source
Data Threatens System’s
Utility

SPAS’ “Achilles heel” is the multitude of FAA databases, as well as several
non-FAA databases, upon which it will rely for the data it analyzes and
graphically presents to inspection and certification decisionmakers. The
majority of these databases are part of a collection of FAA stand-alone
subsystems, commonly referred to as ASAS, which contain such
safety-related data as instances of inflight mechanical malfunctions and
violations of FAA regulations by airlines, pilots, and mechanics.

Despite the importance of these databases to SPAS, the quality of the data
they provide is poor. Although FAA does not know the full scope and
magnitude of the problem, it recently reported that its records on the
results of airline inspections are inconsistent and incomplete. Similarly,
the Department of Transportation Inspector General reported in 1994 that
between 46 and 98 percent of the data fields of inflight “service difficulty”
records are missing data. Further, SPAS program officials told GAO that the
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overall poor quality of data residing on the SPAS source databases poses a
serious risk to the system.

FAA officials acknowledge that they do not have a strategy for improving
the quality of SPAS feeder databases that includes clear and measurable
goals, assessments of the full extent of the problem, assignment of
organizational responsibility and authority, and specific schedule and
resource estimates. Unless FAA acts expeditiously to develop a
comprehensive and coordinated strategy for defining and attaining data
quality improvement goals within specified time frames and commits the
resources for doing so, SPAS’ utility will at best be limited, and it could
potentially cause FAA to not target its resources on those aviation activities
that pose the greatest risk to safety.

Recommendations GAO recommends that the FAA Administrator direct the Associate
Administrator for Regulation and Certification to

• ensure that SPAS software costs are estimated using systematic and
rigorous estimating techniques and methods; and

• develop and implement a comprehensive and coordinated strategy for
improving the quality of the data residing on SPAS source databases. At a
minimum, this strategy should provide (1) clear and measurable
data-quality objectives for each source database that reflect the sensitivity
of SPAS analyses to the respective source data inputs, (2) accurate
assessments of the current quality of the data on each SPAS source
database, (3) clear statements of organizational responsibility and
authority for improving the source databases’ data quality, (4) both interim
and long-term milestones for attaining stated quality objectives that tie
closely to SPAS development schedules, and (5) estimates of resource
requirements to meet stated objectives and agency commitments to
providing these resources.

Agency Comments GAO provided a draft of this report to officials from the Department of
Transportation and FAA and obtained their oral comments, including those
of the Director of FAA’s Office of Flight Standards. These officials agreed
that FAA needs to develop and implement a comprehensive and
coordinated strategy for improving the quality of the data residing on SPAS

source databases.
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However, the officials disagreed with GAO’s representation of the state of
the data’s quality, contending that it has improved measurably over the last
few years. To support their position, the officials noted various steps taken
to strengthen the completeness, correctness, currency, and consistency of
the databases, such as the introduction of error checks at the point of data
entry and the exercising of greater care on the part of inspectors to ensure
that data they enter are consistent. However, they could not provide
supporting data, analysis, or otherwise verifiable evidence showing that
the quality of the data residing on these or the many other SPAS source
databases has in fact improved. Since evidence of measurable
improvements in data quality were not provided, and in light of the FAA and
Department of Transportation analyses as recent as 1993 and 1994
showing that data quality problems remain, GAO believes that SPAS’ feeder
databases still contain poor quality data and that this situation will damage
SPAS’ utility.

The officials disagreed that SPAS software costs should be estimated using
systematic and rigorous estimating techniques and methods. The officials
stated that FAA’s approach to estimating SPAS costs—relying on the
judgments of experts—is consistent with agency guidance. However, the
agency guidance to which they referred does not specifically address
software cost estimating. Further, after saying that they disagreed with the
need to use more rigorous techniques, they said that they are now
evaluating a cost estimating model. This action is consistent with GAO’s
recommendation. FAA officials also stated that the cost estimating models
advocated by GAO are not applicable to SPAS. However, GAO is not
advocating any particular cost estimating model, and those mentioned in
the report are cited only as examples of commonly used and widely
available tools. What GAO is advocating is FAA’s acceptance of good
industry practice. That is, GAO supports augmenting expert judgment with
the application of the type of objective, verifiable analysis that is available
through the use of structured estimating techniques and methods.

The officials provided various additional comments on the contents of the
draft report. These comments have been incorporated as appropriate
throughout the report.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

To help ensure the safety of the more than one million people who travel
on thousands of flights throughout the United States each day, FAA

inspects and certifies the aviation community’s compliance with FAA

regulations. To better focus its limited inspection resources, FAA needs
quick access to meaningful information about airlines, aircraft, pilots, and
more. However, FAA currently does not have this capability. To address
this limitation, FAA is acquiring the Safety Performance Analysis System
(SPAS), an automated decision support system to aid FAA in targeting its
inspection and certification resources on those areas that pose the
greatest aviation safety risks.

FAA Inspection and
Certification
Programs: A Brief
Description

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, requires FAA to promote the
highest degree of aviation safety and establishes the safety of air
passengers as a joint responsibility of airlines, aircraft manufacturers, and
FAA. The airlines are responsible for operating their aircraft safely, aircraft
manufacturers are responsible for designing and building aircraft that
meet FAA regulations, and FAA is responsible for, among other things,
(1) certifying that an airline is ready to operate and (2) conducting
periodic inspections to ensure continued compliance with safety
regulations. FAA is also responsible for certifying that aircraft produced in
the United States or imported by domestic companies and individuals
meet minimum safety standards before the aircraft can be operated.

To carry out its inspection responsibilities, FAA employs 2,300 inspectors
located in 91 Flight Standards District Offices (FSDO), International Field
Offices, and Certification Management Offices throughout the United
States. These inspectors oversee more than 17,900 commercial aircraft,
4,800 repair stations, 401,060 aircraft mechanics, 642 pilot training schools,
193 maintenance schools, 665,000 active pilots, and 184,400 active general
aviation aircraft.

FAA inspectors perform four principal functions: (1) airline operation
certification, (2) routine surveillance (a process of periodic inspections of
airlines and aviation-related activities), (3) accident and incident
investigations, and (4) safety promotion. FAA divides its surveillance or
inspection activities into three categories—operations, maintenance, and
avionics. Operations inspections focus on such items as pilot performance,
flight crew training, and in-flight record keeping. Maintenance inspections
examine the airline’s overall maintenance program, including personnel
training and established policies and procedures. Avionics inspections
focus on the condition of electronic components of the aircraft.
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To carry out its aircraft certification responsibilities, FAA has about 825
engineers and others to oversee the certification of new aircraft and the
continued airworthiness of the existing fleet. To assist its engineers, FAA

also delegates certification activities, as necessary, to designated,
FAA-approved employees of manufacturers. The FAA engineers, in turn,
oversee the activities of these designees.1

FAA’s Need to Better
Target Its Inspection
Resources Is
Well-Documented

The size of FAA’s inspection and certification workforce, while allowing it
to perform its “must do” work, has prevented it from completing other
important aviation oversight activities that it designates as “should do.” To
assist FAA in maximizing the efficiency and effectiveness of its limited
workforce, we have long encouraged it to better focus its inspection
activities on those entities and areas that pose the greatest risk to aviation
safety. In 1987, we recommended that FAA, in addition to having minimum
standards for the type and frequency of airline inspections, target airlines
displaying risk precursors (that is, characteristics that may indicate safety
deficiencies).2 Again in 1988, we reported that by monitoring risk
precursors, FAA could target for intensive inspection those airlines most
likely to experience safety compliance problems, thereby improving the
quality of information available on the airlines’ compliance with
regulations.3 Similarly, we reported in 1991 that FAA needed a mechanism
to make more effective use of its limited resources.4 We further reported
that a system that systematically and uniformly determined risks could
provide FAA with information vital to enhancing its inspection program.
Finally, we recommended, in 1993, that FAA develop criteria for targeting
inspections on high-risk conditions.5

SPAS: A Brief
Description

FAA’s response to our findings on its inspection program was to develop an
automated decision support system for FAA managers, safety inspectors,
and certification engineers in headquarters and field offices. This system,

1Aircraft Certification: New FAA Approach Needed to Meet Challenges of Advanced Technology
(GAO/RCED-93-155, September 16, 1993).

2Department of Transportation: Enhancing Policy and Program Effectiveness Through Improved
Management (GAO/RCED-87-3, April 13, 1987).

3Aviation Safety: Measuring How Safely Individual Airlines Operate (GAO/RCED-88-61, 
March 18, 1988).

4Aviation Safety: Problems Persist in FAA’s Inspection Program (GAO/RCED-92-14, 
November 20, 1991).

5FAA Budget: Important Challenges Affecting Aviation Safety, Capacity, and Efficiency
(GAO/T-RCED-93-33, April 26, 1993).
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begun in February 1991 and designated as SPAS, is planned to be a
user-friendly tool for (1) quick analysis of safety-related data,6

(2) generation of standard and ad hoc indicators (that is, precursors) of
safety performance,7 and (3) identification of safety-related risk areas for
investigation, either through analysis of the underlying data used to
generate the risk precursor or through on-site inspection of the risk item.

SPAS History and Status FAA decided in early 1991 to develop an aviation safety performance
analysis system to aid it in managing its inspection program. In May 1993,
FAA completed development and installation of the initial SPAS prototype at
12 field offices, FAA headquarters, and the Air Force’s Air Mobility
Command.8 By the end of 1995, FAA plans to have developed the first
operational SPAS release, which is to offer additional functions and
performance capabilities above those of the prototype, such as the ability
to look at the source data behind the indicators. This first operational
release is to be installed at up to 30 locations. Development of the final
operational SPAS release is scheduled to be completed in late 1997. This
version is to be deployed to as many as 140 locations. To date, FAA has
spent $6.3 million on the initial and enhanced prototypes. FAA estimates
that SPAS will cost a total of $32 million to develop and install.

SPAS is to have a powerful graphical user interface that displays
performance indicators in such a way that users can easily spot areas for
further inquiry. FAA plans four categories of indicators or risk precursors:
(1) air operator, (2) air agency (for example, flight and mechanic schools,
aircraft repair stations, and so forth), (3) aircraft, and (4) air personnel. In
developing the indicators, FAA is focusing first on air operators and air
agencies. To date, 25 indicators have been developed and are being
generated by the SPAS prototype—19 for air operators and 6 for air
agencies.

SPAS Management
Structure

FAA has established a SPAS program office, within the Office of Flight
Standards, to manage SPAS. The program office is supported by the FAA

Technical Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey. The Technical Center, in

6Examples of the safety-related data that SPAS will analyze include data on inflight engine shutdowns,
engine removals for any reason (maintenance or replacement), and aircraft parts suspected of not
being FAA-approved.

7Examples of safety indicators that SPAS will generate include (1) financial condition of airlines as
measured by such things as current ratio, net profit margin, and debt to equity ratio, (2) frequency of
pilot flight check failures, and (3) frequency of unfavorable pilot training reports.

8As of September 30, 1994, FAA had installed the Phase I prototype at seven additional field locations.
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turn, has contracted with the Department of Transportation’s Volpe
National Transportation System Center (VNTSC) for technical and analytical
support, such as developing and evaluating the SPAS prototypes and
defining the safety indicators. VNTSC has contracted with UNISYS
Corporation to provide SPAS hardware and develop applications software
in accordance with defined user requirements.

Overall SPAS program guidance and direction is provided by the SPAS

Steering Committee, which is chaired by the SPAS program manager and
includes representatives from four FAA regions, the FAA Office of Integrated
Safety Analysis, and the Department of Defense. The Steering Committee’s
responsibilities include defining systems requirements, approving SPAS

indicators, and monitoring system development and implementation.

The SPAS program office is also supported by air operator, air agency,
aircraft, and work program planning expert panels. These panels are
responsible for defining and proposing indicators, identifying data sources
for generating these indicators, and reengineering the inspection functions
in light of SPAS capabilities.

Objectives, Scope,
and Methodology

We reviewed SPAS because of our long-standing interest in helping FAA to
improve its inspection and certification programs. Our objectives were to
determine (1) whether FAA is effectively managing the SPAS acquisition,
including its communication network, and (2) the extent to which SPAS will
rely on Aviation Safety Analysis System (ASAS) databases and whether FAA

is effectively addressing known data quality problems with these
databases.

To accomplish our first objective, we interviewed SPAS program
management about guidance governing the acquisition, and we reviewed
this guidance to ensure that it provided a reasonably structured and
disciplined basis for acquiring SPAS. Our review included analyzing the
guidance relative to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular
A-1099 and our 1994 report addressing how leading organizations manage
information technology investments.10 We then interviewed program and
contractor officials and reviewed system development documentation and
plans to determine whether actual SPAS development processes and

9OMB Circular A-109, “Major Systems Acquisitions,” April 5, 1976. This circular is currently being
revised.

10Executive Guide: Improving Mission Performance Through Strategic Information Management and
Technology (GAO/AIMD-94-115, May 1994).
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practices were consistent with the guidance and whether these processes
and practices were exposing the program to unnecessary risks. In
particular, we focused on system requirements analysis and definition,
verification and validation, cost estimating, system architecture
alternatives analysis, and communications planning.

We also interviewed SPAS users at four field locations that are currently
operating the SPAS prototype to determine their involvement in defining
SPAS requirements and their reaction to and satisfaction with the
prototype. These four sites were the Flight Standards Division of the
Western Pacific Region; the Van Nuys, California, FSDO; the San Jose,
California, FSDO; and the Bedford, Massachusetts, FSDO. We also witnessed
the operation of the prototype at these locations, and operated the
prototype at the contractor’s facility in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In
addition, we reviewed available SPAS program management and system
development documentation, such as the SPAS Functional Description
Document, SPAS working group minutes, the SPAS verification and
validation contract proposal, SPAS cost estimate and budget requests, and
SPAS alternative architectures analysis.

In addition, to ascertain acquisition plans and whether these plans would
satisfy SPAS needs, we interviewed program and contractor officials, as
well as FAA officials responsible for acquiring FAA-wide and Office of Flight
Standards communication networks. In doing so, we discussed SPAS

communications requirements and steps underway to satisfy them.

To accomplish our second objective, we interviewed SPAS program
officials and Office of Flight Standards information resource management
officials and reviewed SPAS documentation to determine what FAA and
non-FAA databases will be used to generate SPAS indicators. We then
discussed with these officials the accuracy, completeness, and consistency
of the data residing on these databases and what plans and initiatives are
underway to address any data quality shortfalls and what assurances they
had that any quality problems would be addressed in time for SPAS

deployment. We also reviewed published GAO and FAA reports and studies
on the quality of the data in these databases, and interviewed Office of
Flight Standards officials as to the status of actions to address any
recommendations made.

We conducted our audit work primarily at FAA headquarters in
Washington, D.C.; and VNTSC and UNISYS Corporation in Cambridge,
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Massachusetts. We also communicated frequently with the FAA Technical
Center in Pomona, New Jersey.

Throughout our review, we discussed our preliminary results with the
Director of the Office of Flight Standards. In addition, the Department of
Transportation and FAA provided oral comments on a draft of this report.
Their comments and our evaluation of these comments are contained in
chapters 2 and 3 of this report. Additional comments provided on the
contents of the draft report have been incorporated as appropriate
throughout the report. We conducted our work between November 1993
and November 1994, in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.
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FAA Management of SPAS Acquisition Is
Generally Sound

Overall, FAA has handled key aspects of SPAS development reasonably well.
In particular, its analysis and definition of SPAS requirements provided for
user involvement and effectively used prototyping techniques. Moreover,
recent changes to the FAA standards governing the acquisition of SPAS

provide important structure and discipline that, if adhered to, should
reduce SPAS development and deployment risks. Also, FAA’s decision to
employ an independent verification and validation agent should further
mitigate system development and acquisition risks. Last, FAA’s decision to
not acquire duplicative data communication networks to support SPAS and
other systems should save precious resources. However, opportunities
exist to improve the SPAS cost estimates, and thus FAA management’s
ability to make sound system investment decisions.

FAA’s Approach to
Analyzing and
Defining
Requirements
Appears Reasonable
and Thorough

One of the most difficult and challenging aspects of any systems
development effort is accurately and completely identifying and
documenting requirements of system users. To do so successfully requires
a commitment on the part of management and system developers to
involve users continuously throughout the system development process.
That is, the agency must recognize that user requirements cannot be
accurately defined at the beginning of the development process. Instead,
effective requirements definition demands a more iterative process in
which requirements are continuously analyzed, validated, and refined
through constant interaction with users.

FAA’s approach to analyzing and defining SPAS requirements has involved a
series of steps to maximize user involvement and provide users with early
“looks” at the system for evaluation and reaction, thereby better ensuring
that the system will meet their needs. These steps first began in May 1991
when the SPAS Steering Committee distributed a questionnaire to 1,000
aviation safety inspectors to solicit their views on what type of automated
tool would best serve their needs. The questionnaire contained a variety of
questions, such as: How could an automated system help with your work?
and What features would you like to see? On the basis of the 375 survey
responses received and experience with the Air Force’s airline safety
analysis system, FAA and VNTSC generated an initial set of SPAS

requirements.

Next, FAA began validating and refining the requirements. First, FAA, in
collaboration with VNTSC, held a series of group discussions and
one-on-one visits with aircraft safety inspectors throughout the country.
According to SPAS documentation, these discussions and visits allowed
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SPAS developers to see first-hand what the inspectors do on a daily basis
and to listen to their ideas, thus giving the developers a keener
understanding of the inspectors’ needs and helping them to refine SPAS

requirements accordingly.

In October 1991 and December 1993, two expert panels consisting of
dozens of experienced aviation safety inspectors and members of the SPAS

management team were established to determine whether users’ needs
were adequately being captured. These panels were charged with
developing and recommending SPAS safety indicators and revalidating SPAS

functional requirements.

To further validate SPAS requirements, FAA’s next step was to implement
the SPAS Steering Committee’s recommendation to build a prototype
system for users. System prototyping is an effective method of defining
and refining user requirements. By quickly providing users with a system
model (that is, something less than the full complement of envisioned
system features and functions) with which to interact and react,
prototyping allows needed adjustments to be made before making large
investments in developing the final system. In our 1994 report on how
leading organizations improved mission performance through strategic
information management and technology, we noted that these
organizations make effective use of rapid prototyping to minimize system
risks and maximize benefits.1

The SPAS prototype evaluation focused on the effectiveness and ease of use
of the user interface, the adequacy of source systems’ data quality, and the
impact of SPAS on inspectors’ daily activities. In late 1993, at the conclusion
of the SPAS prototyping phase, FAA was scheduled to discontinue prototype
support. However, FAA elected to continue the prototype to help in ongoing
requirements refinement, early user familiarization with SPAS, and testing
of new SPAS concepts.

1Executive Guide: Improving Mission Performance Through Strategic Information Management and
Technology (GAO/AIMD-94-115, May 1994).
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New FAA Acquisition
Policy Can Impose
Valuable Structure on
SPAS Development
Process

In March 1993, FAA issued Order 1810.1F, which established its policy for
initiating and managing acquisition programs like SPAS. Prior to 1810.1F,
the SPAS program office was following VNTSC’s Information Systems
Development guidelines for development and acquisition programs. The
program office has elected to supplement the VNTSC guidelines with Order
1810.1F.

Our 1994 report on how leading organizations improve mission
performance through strategic information management and technology
emphasized the importance of using a disciplined process to develop and
acquire information systems—one that uses explicit decision criteria,
assesses benefits and costs, and involves senior program and information
managers in key system decisions.2

We reviewed FAA Order 1810.1F and believe it is a reasonably disciplined
and organized system acquisition and development process, which if
followed, could benefit programs by reducing the potential for cost
growth, schedule delays, and performance deficiencies. In particular,
1810.1F imposed valuable rigor and structure on the SPAS acquisition
process by

• applying the principles embodied in OMB Circular A-109 on major systems
acquisitions;3

• establishing clear lines of responsibility, authority, and accountability;
• requiring user and sponsoring office participation throughout the

acquisition process, including at key decision points;
• directing that mission needs be established at the beginning of the

acquisition process and then revalidated at critical decision points
throughout the remainder of the process;

• mandating that alternative technological approaches be analyzed prior to
selecting a final development strategy; and

• tailoring the acquisition requirements to the size, complexity, and nature
of each specific program.

FAA Order 1810.1F specifies five phases and four related key decision
points. Each phase produces the documentation needed to make decisions
at the next decision point. SPAS is currently in phase I of the 1810.1F
acquisition process, with the second decision point scheduled for
September 1996. Documents required for this decision point, such as the

2(GAO/AIMD-94-115, May 1994).

3OMB Circular A-109, “Major Systems Acquisitions,” April 5, 1976. This circular is currently being
revised.
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program master plan and a cost-benefit analysis, are currently being
prepared and thus were unavailable for review.

FAA’s Plans for
Independent
Verification and
Validation Should
Reduce Future SPAS
Development Risks

Verification and validation involves analyzing and testing a system
throughout its development to ensure that it meets specified requirements.
The purpose of verification and validation is to better ensure the final
system’s performance, integrity, reliability, and quality. Verification and
validation activities are advocated by industry software standards and
federal guidelines for software management, especially for systems that
involve the safety and preservation of human life.4 When verification and
validation activities are performed by an organization separate and distinct
from the system developers, the additional benefit of independence
accrues. This is referred to as independent verification and validation
(IV&V).

During the course of our review, FAA began using an IV&V agent as a risk
mitigating technique. In June 1994, it contracted with Sandia National
Laboratories to examine issues relating to (1) system architecture, such as
scalability,5 vulnerability,6 and robustness,7 (2) network and server
capacity, and (3) system operation. Sandia has also subcontracted with the
University of Nevada at Las Vegas for evaluation of the indicators’
appropriateness.

FAA Is Taking Steps
to Avoid Duplicative
SPAS Communication
Networks

FAA has long recognized that its communications infrastructure could not
satisfy the functional (for example, video conferencing) and performance
(for example, response time) requirements of SPAS and other applications.
To address this shortfall, FAA is acquiring a corporate wide area network
(WAN), called the Administrative Data Transfer Network (ADTN) 2000. This
network is intended to satisfy not only current FAA requirements for non
air traffic control and administrative communications, but also to
accommodate growth in communication demands through capacity
expansion and technology infusion. On September 19, 1994, FAA’s
Telecommunications Division awarded a 5-year contract for ADTN 2000

4IEEE Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans, IEEE, New York, N.Y., (ANSI/IEEE
Standard 1012-1986, November 14, 1986); Guideline for Lifecycle Validation, Verification, and Testing
of Computer Software (Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 101, June 6, 1983).

5The system’s ability to expand in terms of functions and performance.

6The degree to which the system can be exploited to violate its intended behavior (that is, the system’s
susceptibility to security and availability threats).

7The system’s soundness, stability, and ability to tolerate unexpected situations.
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services. Current plans call for the network to be operational by Spring of
1995.

In addition to the agency WAN, FAA’s Office of Regulation and Certification,
which includes the SPAS user community, was planning its own,
independent WAN, called the Aviation Information Exchange Network
(AIX). According to officials in this office, AIX was pursued because ADTN

2000 was already 18 months late and they believed that further delays
would occur.

In June 1994, we raised questions about duplicative WANs and the lack of
coordination between these two acquiring organizations. As a result of our
inquiries, and to FAA’s credit, the two organizations began meeting.
Consequently, the Office of Regulation and Certification later agreed to
first evaluate whether ADTN 2000 could meet its communication needs
before deciding if it would acquire its own, separate network.

Reliability of SPAS
Cost Estimates Is
Uncertain

Our 1994 review of how leading public and private organizations use
information technology to improve mission performance showed that
these organizations rely heavily on performance measures to, among other
things, make informed system life-cycle choices, allocate resources, track
progress, and learn from mistakes.8 One area that these organizations’
standard measurement practices focused on was resource consumption,
which requires that reliable estimates of resource needs be developed and
used. The estimated cost of a system’s software is one of the more critical
of these resource estimates.

To develop reliable software cost estimates, industry practice is to employ
one or more structured cost estimating techniques or methods, augmented
by the judgement of software experts. While the estimates derived using
these methods are not precise, they are more credible than relying solely
on the subjective opinions of experts that are unsupported by any
objective, verifiable analysis.

FAA’s current cost estimate for developing and installing SPAS is $32 million.
According to SPAS program officials, the software component of this
estimate was derived 3 years ago based on the subjective judgment of the
technical program manager and two contractor officials. No systematic
software cost estimating tool or technique, such as COCOMO (Constructive
Cost Model), REVIC (Revised Intermediate COCOMO), or SLIM (Software Life

8(GAO/AIMD-94-115, May 1994).
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Cycle Intermediate Model), was used. Further, the program has no
documented analysis to support the software cost estimate, and it has not
attempted to update it. Program officials told us that they relied on the
judgment of contractor and program experts in estimating SPAS software
costs because they have been unable to identify a reliable cost estimating
tool or model appropriate for systems like SPAS, which employs a
client-server based architecture.

Because of the manner in which the SPAS cost estimate was derived, the
reliability of the estimate is uncertain; thus, any decisions made regarding
SPAS that rely on this estimate may prove to be ill-advised. For example, to
comply with FAA Order 1810.1F, the program office asked FAA’s Office of
Operations Research to conduct a SPAS cost-benefit analysis. The program
office plans to provide its SPAS cost estimate to serve as the basis for this
analysis. Because the cost estimate is not credible, any cost-benefit
analysis that relies on it will also not be credible.

FAA’s Office of Operations Research recognizes the limitations in software
cost estimates that are not based, at least in part, on formal cost
estimating techniques. According to a representative for the contractor
performing the SPAS cost-benefit analysis for this office, the SPAS cost
estimate provided by the program office will be validated using structured
estimating techniques before it is used in the cost-benefit analysis.

Conclusions Key aspects of FAA’s management of the SPAS acquisition are reasonably
sound. The steps the program office has taken to involve users in defining
requirements and evolving the prototypes are appropriate. In addition, the
new FAA system acquisition requirements can bring added rigor and
discipline to the SPAS development process. Further, the program office’s
decision to employ an outside party to verify and validate development
activities should prove beneficial. Last, FAA’s steps to avoid unnecessarily
duplicative WANs for SPAS and other systems are judicious and may save
scarce acquisition and operation and maintenance money. However, we
believe that opportunities exist to strengthen the program office’s cost
estimating techniques and thus its ability to measure performance and
make informed investment decisions.

Recommendation We recommend that the FAA Administrator direct the Associate
Administrator for Regulation and Certification to ensure that SPAS software
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costs are estimated using systematic and rigorous estimating techniques
and methods.

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

In commenting on a draft of this report, FAA officials disagreed with our
recommendation, although they agreed that the SPAS cost estimate needs
to be updated. The officials stated that FAA’s approach to estimating SPAS

software costs (that is, relying solely on the judgments of experts) is
consistent with agency guidance. However, they added that this guidance
does not specifically address software cost estimating. They also stated
that the cost estimating models mentioned in our report are more
appropriate for mainframe systems rather than client-server based
systems, such as SPAS. Instead, the officials said that they have recently
identified a software cost estimating tool that they believe is applicable to
SPAS and that they are now evaluating and may acquire and use. We are
encouraged by these statements. Our intent was to neither advocate a
particular tool nor to ignore the value of expert judgment in deriving
software cost estimates. Rather, our aim was to convince FAA to follow
accepted industry cost estimating practices of augmenting expert
judgment with the kind of objective, verifiable analysis that structured
estimating techniques and methods offer.
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To produce its indicators, SPAS will use data from a myriad of existing FAA

databases. Because these data have been and continue to be incomplete,
inconsistent, and inaccurate, the utility of SPAS is threatened. FAA initiatives
underway to improve source data quality are insufficient to ensure that
SPAS will receive the data it needs in 1997 to be effective.

SPAS Will Rely on
Numerous Existing
FAA and Non-FAA
Systems for Its Source
Data

As currently envisioned, SPAS could eventually rely on over 25 databases
within FAA, other government agencies, and the aviation industry. The
largest single source of data will be FAA’s Aviation Safety Analysis
Subsystem (ASAS). ASAS is an umbrella term used to describe a collection of
34 largely independent FAA databases. Generally, the nature of these
databases falls into one of five categories—repository of data on various
components of the aviation industry, repository of data on FAA personnel,
tools for managing inspector/investigator workload, reference sources for
FAA regulations, and an oversight tool for FAA senior management.

The current SPAS prototype relies almost exclusively on two ASAS

databases—the Program Tracking and Reporting Subsystem (PTRS) and the
Vital Information Subsystem (VIS)—in generating its current complement
of indicators.1 PTRS contains data on planned inspections of airlines and
aircraft, as well as the results of these inspections. The data are entered by
inspectors or support personnel and are used to inform FAA management
of inspection activities. VIS contains key data on airlines, pilot and
mechanic schools, repair stations, and FAA designees (that is, people and
organizations that FAA empowers to act as surrogates for it in discharging
specific FAA responsibilities). These data are entered by inspectors or
support personnel and are used to track aviation activity.

As the number of indicators expands, FAA plans to use data from other ASAS

databases. (See appendix I for description of each of the potential SPAS

source data systems.)

1The prototype currently produces 25 indicators—19 air operator indicators and 6 air agency
indicators.
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Quality of Data
Residing on SPAS
Source Data Systems
Is a Long-Standing
Problem

The quality of SPAS’ outputs, and thus its utility in supporting FAA

decisionmakers, depends on the quality of its inputs. FAA fully recognizes
this. In fact, the Office of Flight Standards Five Year Information Strategy
states that information and its quality are at the heart of SPAS’ success.
Similarly, an Office of Flight Standards expert panel on data quality stated
that SPAS needs a sound foundation from which to analyze, and this
foundation must be in the form of reliable databases that are correct,
complete, and consistent. Also, a Flight Standards Working Group stated
that for advanced tools like SPAS, the data on which they operate must be
correct, consistent, complete, and up-to-date, or the results will be
meaningless—or even misleading.

Despite the criticality of reliable source data to SPAS’ success, the poor
quality of the data on the FAA databases that SPAS will use remains a serious
problem today. In our 1988 report on the feasibility of assessing safety
levels of individual airlines, we concluded that none of the potential
source databases could provide a satisfactory basis for developing safety
indicators because the data were unreliable, incomplete, and inconsistent.2

 At that time, one major airline described FAA’s data on aircraft accidents,
incidents, and serious malfunctions as, for the most part, worthless.

In 1989 and 1991, we reported on inaccurate and incomplete inspections
data in PTRS.3 In its response to the 1991 report, FAA agreed that PTRS was
inaccurate and incomplete. In fact, an FAA-sponsored study that year
concluded that PTRS cannot be used for problem diagnosis and trend
analysis with any degree of reliability until data quality issues were
resolved. Similarly, a 1992 Flight Standards expert panel, established to
identify ways to improve the quality of PTRS data, reported that PTRS did not
contain reliable, consistent data. The panel made recommendations for
improvement.

While FAA has recognized its data quality problems for years and has taken
some steps to address them, the problems still persist. According to 1993
SPAS documentation, many FAA databases continue to have data quality and
consistency problems, critical data elements are still missing or contain
erroneous data, and supporting documentation is either out-of-date or
missing. A 1993 Flight Standards working group on data quality

2Aviation Safety: Measuring How Safely Individual Airlines Operate (GAO/RCED-88-61, 
March 18, 1988).

3Aviation Safety: FAA’s Inspection Management System Lacks Adequate Oversight (GAO/RCED-90-36,
November 13, 1989); Aviation Safety: Problems Persist in FAA’s Inspection Program
(GAO/RCED-92-14, November 20, 1991).
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improvement also reported that the data quality problem of FAA

safety-related databases remains as much an issue today as it was more
than 5 years ago. Also, a 1994 Department of Transportation Inspector
General report states that the database containing data on inflight “service
difficulties” is neither complete nor current.4 For example, the report
states that omissions in different data fields for each “service difficulty”
occurrence in the database as of January 1993 ranged from 46 to
98 percent. In November 1994, SPAS program officials affirmed these
reports by stating that the quality of data residing on the SPAS feeder
databases remains a major risk item for the system.

FAA Lacks a Strategy
for Ensuring the
Quality of SPAS
Source Data

Despite FAA’s recognition of both SPAS’ need for quality source data and its
lack of such data, FAA has not developed a coordinated strategy for
rectifying the situation. We reviewed the 1992 Five Year Flight Standards
Information Strategy, and found one broad goal in this area—to “ensure
quality data for decisionmaking.” We further found that “development of
measurement tools to assess and improve data quality of SPAS feeder
systems” and “begin data needs analysis of existing processes” were the
extent of planned actions to accomplish the goal. We did not find a
comprehensive strategy that (1) clearly defines measurable, interim, and
long-term goals for improving data quality, (2) specifies the full extent of
the problem being addressed, (3) is supported by a series of specific steps
designed to meet the stated goals according to a specified schedule, and
(4) designates the organizations responsible for executing the strategy and
provides the associated authority and resources for doing so.

Officials with the SPAS program office, the Flight Standards Training and
Automation Committee, and the Office of Flight Standards’ Information
Resources Management function acknowledged that no strategy exists.
Further, officials with the former two organizations stated that FAA has not
yet determined what level of data quality is needed from each of the
source databases. In other words, FAA has not agreed on a definition of its
long-term data quality goals. Instead, these officials pointed to a few
independent data improvement measures, some of which are being
performed by the SPAS program office even though it is not responsible for
these source databases. These measures include

4Report on the Federal Aviation Administration Responsiveness to Suspected Aircraft Maintenance
and Design Problems (E5-FA-4-009, April 15, 1994).
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• implementation of select recommendations made by an Office of Flight
Standards working group and VNTSC on PTRS and VIS data quality
improvement,

• development of an automated tool for measuring the quality of data
residing on PTRS and VIS (the tool may eventually be applied to all SPAS

source databases), and
• revision of the PTRS and VIS users manuals.

While we do not question the merits of these initiatives, they neither
individually nor collectively represent the type of coordinated and
comprehensive effort that can ensure that SPAS will receive the data it
needs when the system is deployed in 1997. In commenting on a draft of
this report, the Director of the Office of Flight Standards agreed that such
a strategy is needed.

Conclusions The axiom “garbage in, garbage out” applies to SPAS. This system will not
be effective if the quality of its source data is not improved. Moreover, it
could potentially misdirect FAA resources away from the higher risk
aviation activities. While FAA has some initiatives underway to improve
some of these data, the initiatives are isolated, incomplete, and provide
little assurance that SPAS will receive the quality data it needs to be useful.
Unless FAA acts quickly on this matter, SPAS will not be able to perform as
intended when it is deployed in 1997. FAA must expeditiously develop a
comprehensive and coordinated strategy for defining and attaining defined
data quality improvement goals within specified time frames for all SPAS

source databases.

Recommendation We recommend that the FAA Administrator direct the Associate
Administrator for Regulation and Certification to require the Office of
Flight Standards to develop and implement a comprehensive and
coordinated strategy, specifying how the quality of all data residing on SPAS

source data systems will be brought up to the minimum level needed for
SPAS to meet operational requirements. At a minimum, this strategy must
include (1) clear and measurable data quality objectives for each SPAS

source data system that recognize the sensitivity of SPAS’ various analyses
to the respective source data inputs, (2) accurate assessments of the
current quality of the data on each SPAS source data system, (3) clear
statements of organizational responsibility and authority for improving the
source systems’ data quality, (4) both interim and long-term milestones for
attaining stated quality objectives that tie closely to SPAS development
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schedules, and (5) estimates of resource requirements to meet stated
objectives and agency commitments to providing these resources.

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

In commenting on a draft of this report, FAA officials agreed with our
recommendation to develop and implement a comprehensive and
coordinated strategy for improving the quality of the data residing on SPAS

source databases. However, they do not believe that the data quality
problem is as severe as our report describes it to be. They stated that the
quality of the data has measurably improved over the last several years. To
support their position, they cited various steps taken to strengthen the
completeness, correctness, currency, and consistency of the databases.
For example, they said that data entry edit checks have been introduced
and that inspectors are now more conscious of the consistency of the data
they enter. However, they could not provide any data, analysis, or
otherwise verifiable evidence supporting their claims. While we
acknowledge that the steps cited should produce some quality gains,
without evidence of actual improvements we believe that the quality of the
data on which SPAS will rely remains a significant problem. As stated in our
report, FAA and Department of Transportation analyses as recent as 1993
and 1994 continue to report severe aviation safety related data limitations.
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FAA 1.    Program Tracking and Reporting Subsystem: Contains data on the
type, frequency, and results of FAA safety inspections.

2.    Vital Information Subsystem: Contains data that FAA deems critical
about air operators (airlines), air agencies (pilot and ground schools,
mechanic schools and repair stations), and airmen (commercial and
general aviation pilots and individuals designated by FAA to act on its
behalf).

3.    Service Difficulty Reporting Subsystem: Contains data on instances of
abnormal and potentially unsafe mechanical conditions aboard aircraft.

4.    Accident/Incident Data Subsystem: Contains data on aircraft accidents
and incidents.

5.    Enforcement Information Subsystem: Contains data on FAA

enforcement actions against airlines, pilots, mechanics, and designees.

6.    Air Carrier Aircraft Utilization and Propulsion Reliability Subsystem:
Contains data on large airlines and scheduled commuter airlines’ in-flight
engine shutdowns and engine removals.

7.    Master Minimum Equipment List: Contains a list of the minimum
operational and special purpose equipment needed to dispatch aircraft.

8.    Policy Subsystem: Provides on-line access to FAA policies.

9.    Airworthiness Directive Subsystem: Provides on-line access to FAA

airworthiness directives.

10.    National Aircraft Registry Information Subsystem: Contains aircraft
registration records.

11.    Aircraft Certification Survey and Evaluation Program: Contains data
on manufacturers of aircraft and aircraft components, including the results
of any FAA audits of the manufacturers’ facilities.

12.    Designee Management Subsystem: Contains data on organizations
and individuals that FAA has authorized to act on its behalf.

13.    Comprehensive Airmen Information Subsystem: Contains data on
pilot proficiency certifications and pilot medical certifications.
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14.    Office of Aviation Safety Hotline System: Contains data on
complaints received through FAA’s Safety Hotline.

15.    National Airspace Information Monitoring System: Contains data on
reported safety-related air traffic incidents and rules violations.

16.    FAA Safety Recommendations: Contains data on safety
recommendations made by FAA inspectors.

17.    Worldwide Aircraft Identification System: Contains data on all
aircraft and airlines operating worldwide.

18.    Airmen Certification and Rating Application: Contains data on airmen
certifications.

19.    Airmen Written Examination: Contains examination scores for pilots
and flight instructors.

Non-FAA 1.    Air Carrier Analysis System: Contains data on the results of
inspections of airlines under contract with the Department of Defense.

2.    Department of Transportation Air Carrier Financial Information
System: Contains data on airlines’ financial condition.

3.    National Transportation Safety Board Accident and Incident Data
System: Contains data on aircraft accidents and incidents.

4.    National Transportation Safety Board Safety Recommendations:
Contains data on the board’s safety recommendations.

5.    TRW Credit Services: Contains data and analyses on an account’s
financial credit risks.

6.    National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Aviation Safety
Reporting System: Contains data on aviation safety incident reports.
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